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One listen to this CD and you will be a believer... in Dan LaVoie's vision and music from the

long-neglected Harp Guitar... 7 MP3 Songs FOLK: Modern Folk, NEW AGE: New Age Details: Dan

LaVoie has been obsessed with playing guitar for almost as long as he has been alive. At age 15, having

surpassed 4 teachers in 4 years, Dan's maniacal approach led him to begin teaching the instrument to

others. About that time, Dan began writing and performing his own material in coffeehouses and folk

venues. He also began a quest to seek out very possible source of inspiration known to the folk guitar

world. Dan credits Richie Havens, Michael Hedges, Harry Chapin, Will Ackerman, Vance Gilbert, Vinx,

George Winston, Michael Manring and Jim Croce for their subtleties of song and his main source of

inspiration. It was the late innovative guitarist Michael Hedges who sent Dan on his mission to bring back

from obscurity, the long neglected harp guitar. With Harp Guitar in hand, Dan set off to not only

demonstrate the amazing possibilities of sounds he could produce with this instrument, but to conquer the

mainstream of singer/songwriter audiences. This he has been successfully doing for the last 3 years. Dan

LaVoie has performed at such venues as The Stone Pony, Godfrey Daniels, The Point, The Crossroads,

The Barron Arts Center, The Worlds First and Second Annual Harp Guitar Gatherings in Williamsburg,

Virginia and other various folk venues. He has appeared on CNN Headline News and The Patriot Media

Cable TV show Community Corner with host Rick Adams. He can be heard with heavy rotation on radio

stations 90.5 The Night, 88.7 WRSU, 88.1 WDIY "Acoustic Eclectic", 103.3 WPRB, 89.1 WFDU and

WXPN 88.5. He continues to impress and delight audiences across the northeast. Along his journey, Dan

has recently been endorsed by D'Aquisto Strings and he exclusively plays Ron Spillers instruments. He

can also be found playing with the group Beyond and on their Live 3 song EP "Highlights from Havanna"

which is available for free through beyondmusic.info. Dan LaVoie is a modern day minstrel and
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renaissance man who is guaranteed to leave audiences clamoring for more!
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